
The fruit fly Drosophila melanogaster is a legendary

model organism in molecular biology and medicine. It is

believed that approximately three quarters of human dis-

ease-associated genes have functional analogues in the

Drosophila genome [1]. Reference proteomic maps of

Drosophila have been obtained starting from the very

beginning of proteomics research [2]. These maps can

serve as a reference for comparing proteomes, e.g., in var-

ious models used for studying diseases, aging, or effects of

environmental factors. For more than two decades, the

proteomics methods have undergone substantial modifi-

cations; hence, the reference proteomic data should also

correspond to these modifications. An important innova-

tion that revolutionized the commonly used shotgun

approach was introduction of the high-resolution mass

spectrometers to the filed. One of flagship machines used

for this type analysis is the Orbitrap ion trap that has been

used in biological studies since the beginning of 2000s [3].

The technical progress provided the development of the

so-called “deep” proteomic analysis, when depending on

the dynamic range of protein concentrations, two to ten

thousand or more proteins could be identified in a single

sample [4].

Until recently, there has been a certain deficit of

high-resolution MS proteomic data for Drosophila in the

PRIDE repository [5] that contains proteomes of the

entire Drosophila body obtained by one-dimensional

SDS gel-electrophoresis followed by liquid chromatog-

raphy-mass spectrometry (LC-MS) [6] and Drosophila

head proteome obtained by analysis of protein fractions

without the use of electrophoresis [7]. Only during the

preparation of this article for publication, more exten-
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sive proteomic data, e.g., those obtained at different

developmental stages of Drosophila flies [8], have been

published. In our earlier work on the consequences of

RNA editing at the proteome level, we have focused on

studying the brain of Drosophila [9] because brain tissue

is where most RNA editing events of interest take place.

We did not describe the brain proteome itself, since we

catalogued only peptide fragments containing single

amino acid substitutions [9]. Meanwhile, that was the

first time when Drosophila brain proteome was analyzed.

In this paper, we report some properties of the brain pro-

teome of adult D. melanogaster flies in comparison with

the head and whole-body proteomes published before

[6, 7].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Drosophila melanogaster flies (Canton S line) were

kindly donated by Dr. N. I. Romanova (Department of

Genetics, Biological Faculty, Lomonosov Moscow State

University). The flies were kept at 25°C in 50-ml plastic

tubes (Orange Scientific, Belgium) and fed with Formula

5-24 Instant Drosophila Medium (Carolina Biological

Supply Company, USA). The insects were transferred to

fresh tubes after reaching the adult stage. Samples for

proteome analysis contained 200 flies each with approxi-

mately the same number of males and females of different

ages. The flies were sacrificed by freezing at –80°C.

Brain isolation. During the entire procedure, the flies

were kept on ice in a Petri dish. The body was quickly sep-

arated with a needle, and the head was placed in 0.01 M

phosphate buffered saline (PBS), pH 7.4 (Sigma-Aldrich,

USA). The head capsule was torn using two forceps under

a Nikon SMZ645 binocular microscope (Japan) at 10×

magnification. Isolated brains were placed into PBS and

centrifuged at 6000g and 4°C for 15 min (5415R cen-

trifuge; Eppendorf, Germany). The supernatant was dis-

carded, and the sediment was frozen at –80°C to prepare

samples for proteomic analysis.

Sample preparation for proteomic analysis. The sedi-

ment (200 brains) was resuspended in 100 µl of lysis solu-

tion containing 0.1% (w/v) Protease MAX Surfactant

(Promega, USA), 50 mM ammonium bicarbonate, and

10% (v/v) acetonitrile. The lysate was incubated in a

shaker at 550 rpm for 60 min at room temperature and

then disintegrated by sonication using a Bandelin

Sonopuls HD2070 ultrasonic homogenizer (Bandelin

Electronic, Germany) at 30% amplitude with short puls-

es (15 s) for 5 min. The homogenate was centrifuged at

15,700g for 10 min at 20°C (5415R; Eppendorf,

Germany), and the supernatant was collected. Total pro-

tein in the supernatant was measured by the BCA method

(BCA Kit; Sigma-Aldrich).

After that, 0.5 M dithiothreitol (DTT) solution in

50 mM triethylammonium bicarbonate (TEAB) was

added to the samples up to the final DTT concentration

of 10 mM, followed by incubation for 20 min at 56°C.

Then, 0.5 M iodoacetamide in 50 mM TEAB was added

to the final concentration of 10 mM, and the mixture was

incubated in the dark at room temperature for 30 min.

Proteins in the sample were digested with trypsin

(Trypsin Gold; Promega) at a 1 : 40 (w/w) enzyme to total

protein ratio at 37°C overnight. The reaction was stopped

by adding 5% (v/v) acetic acid.

The sample was incubated in a shaker (Eppendorf,

Germany) at 500 rpm for 30 min at 45°C and then cen-

trifuged at 15,700g at 20°C for 10 min (5415R;

Eppendorf). The supernatant was added to the filter car-

tridge with a 10-kDa cut-off (Millipore, USA) and cen-

trifuged at 13,400g and 20°C for 20 min. Then, 100 µl

50% (v/v) formic acid was added on the filter, and the

sample was centrifuged under the same conditions. The

final concentration of peptides was measured with a

Peptide Assay kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) and

NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher

Scientific). The samples were evaporated in a vacuum

concentrator (Eppendorf) at 45°C in glass microtubes.

Dried peptides were stored at –80°C until LC-MS/MS

analysis.

Proteomic analysis by liquid chromatography followed

by tandem mass spectrometry. Chromatographic separa-

tion of peptides was performed on a 25-cm C18 column of

(Silica Tip 360 µm OD, 75 µm ID; New Objective, USA)

attached to an UltiMate™ 3000 RSLCnano LC system

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) without a pre-column. The

peptides were eluted at a flow rate of 0.3 µl/min with a

linear (2-26%, v/v) gradient of acetonitrile concentration

in 0.1% (v/v) formic acid for 240 min. Eluted peptides

were ionized with a nano-electrospray and analyzed in an

Orbitrap QExactive Plus mass spectrometer (Thermo

Fisher Scientific). Panoramic mass spectra were recorded

with a 60,000 resolution in the 200-2000 m/z interval.

The MS/MS data for 20 most intensive precursor ions, at

least 2-charged, was received using high-energy collision-

al dissociation (HCD) with a 15,000 resolution. In order

to avoid repeated analysis of the same peptides, dynamic

exclusion of less than 500 precursors for 60 s was used. All

procedures were performed in three technical replicates.

Proteomic data obtained in this work were depo-

sited to the ProteomeXchange database (http://www.

proteomexchange.org/) [10] under the accession number

PXD004949.

Proteomic data processing. Peptides and proteins

were identified using the IdentiPy open source software

[11] developed by the authors (L. L., M. I., and M. G.).

This new search engine uses simplified X!Tandem algo-

rithm [12] with improved search workflow. The search

parameters were different for our data and the head and

whole-body datasets [6, 7] (PRIDE accession ID

PXD001712 and PXD000455, respectively). Our experi-

ments were run on an Orbitrap QExactive mass spec-
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trometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific), whereas the previ-

ous MS analysis used a hybrid LTQ Orbitrap Velos mass

spectrometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific). The search was

performed using the Uniprot D. melanogaster Reference

Proteome database (03.2018; 42,524 entries) with the fol-

lowing search engine parameters: enzyme – trypsin;

number of missed cleavages – 1; precursor accuracy

unit – ppm; precursor accuracy left – 10; precursor

accuracy right – 10; precursor isotope mass error – 0;

product accuracy, Da – 0.1; FDR 1.0; FDR type – psm;

minimum charge – 2; maximum charge – 4; generate

decoy db – yes; decoy method – reverse; decoy prefix –

DECOY_; dynamic range – 100; peptide minimum

length – 7: peptide maximum length – 30; peptide mini-

mum mass – 300; peptide maximum mass – 10,000; frag-

ments in spectra, min – 4; fragments in spectra, max –

50; product minimum m/z – 150; maximum fragments

charge – 1; matched fragments, min – 1; use scoring

function – RNHS (renormalized hyperscore); score

threshold – 0; show unmatched spectra in results – no;

report number of sequence candidates – 1; peptide mass

shift – 0; deisotope – yes; deisotoping mass tolerance –

0.3. No fixed amino acid modifications were set.

Methionine oxidation and cysteine alkylation by iodo-

acetamide were introduced as variable modifications. For

the post-search validation, all parameters were used

except the charge status. The same search parameters

were used for analyzing head and whole-body proteomes,

except product accuracy, Da – 0.3.

The output files containing lists of identified pep-

tides and proteins assembled from these peptides were

processed to compare the proteomes. In order to find

peptides unique for the brain proteome, we used special-

ly developed R script [see Supplement to this paper on the

Biochemistry (Moscow) website (http://protein.bio.msu.

ru/biokhimiya), File 1]. The lists of identified peptides for

Drosophila brain, head, and entire body were used as

input files for the script (Supplement; Files 2-4, respec-

tively).

For further proteome comparisons and subcellular

location estimates, we used the normalized spectral abun-

dance factor (NSAF) [13] calculated with the IdentiPy

sofware (Supplement, Table S1) and avaliable Gene

Ontology (GO) identifiers [14].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Comparison of Drosophila brain, head and whole-

body proteomes. Using the same search engine, we iden-

tified 4005, 6905, and 7652 gene products in the brain

proteome (own data) and the head [7] and whole-body

proteomes [6], respectively. To see if these three pro-

teomes overlap, we compared them; however, the exis-

tence of many synonyms of genes and proteins in the

Uniprot database led to wrong identification of unique

proteins that had to be eliminated by manual checking.

Notably, the annotation of genes and proteins from non-

human organism in the databases is not so thoroughly

curated as for the humans. For example, a special

resource (NextProt) exists for the human proteomics

[15]. As a result, we decided that a more correct way to

estimate the overlapping of the analyzed proteomes was

their comparison at the level of tryptic peptides.

As one could see from the diagram in Fig. 1, only

18% peptides from the brain dataset were unique and did

not occur in the larger datasets. The corresponding con-

tents of unique peptides in the head and whole-body pro-

Fig. 1. Overlap of Drosophila brain proteome with previously published whole-body [6] and head [7] proteomes represented as Venn’s diagram.

Since names and accession numbers of Drosophila proteins are redundant in the databases, the data are presented for unique tryptic peptides

identified using the same search parameters.
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5
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ized protein,
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gamma, 
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homeobox
protein
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RE73180p
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activated
Cdc42
kinase

CG6006,
isoform B

chromatin-
linked adap-
tor for MSL
proteins, 
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Evidence

7

protein predicted

protein predicted

experimental 
evidence at tran-
scription level

experimental 
evidence at protein
level

experimental 
evidence at protein
level

experimental 
evidence at tran-
scription level

experimental 
evidence at protein
level

protein predicted

experimental 
evidence at protein
level

experimental 
evidence at tran-
scription level

experimental evi-
dence at transcrip-
tion level

protein predicted

experimental 
evidence at protein
level

Intracellular
localization

6

cytoplasm

cytoplasm

NA

nucleus

nucleus

nucleus*

nucleus*

nucleus

nucleus
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membrane
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membrane
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membrane

nucleus*

Uniprot
ID

1

Q9VE88

Q9W263

Q9VXK9

Q9VC96

P29617

Q9W2F9

Q59E33

Q7PL95

Q8IGK3

Q9W283

Q9VZI2

Q9VEY2

Q9V9N4

Unique peptide sequences

2

GGAAEATNEIYPGDR; 
GTHVPSVINTSQNPEAFETR;
LQLGDHLLQIGEVNLR; 
LLQGLELDEAVSILK; 
SILADGPVGR; LLSDPEELSR;
SLLPGGHQSLQNLLSK

SLALAQQLSAR; 
GNSLSAFSGSLSGGSGATAGDR;
SIDLGEYADNLK; 
VQSETVDTDPIVWTNQR; 
LQEQLQEAR; EASQLPIDR

SEQDSSLLVGNNAFDLEELGR;
LEALEDQFPENTLDAPYHLR;
ISSSTASAELTK; ISGSGDTVSDK

AALAQAAAGPSR; LGPLVDR;
VPDEVGGAVPVLPEEIR;
FLAAGPLEETAK

TPDDLLIAGDSELYR; 
QADSVTAAAEQLNK; 
DLLLASQILDR; FVVESTLR

SGVSWNQGDWGQIIR;
LFNGQIPIVLDSLK; 
YTAPVHIDVGGTIYTSSLETLTK;
ALLDELFPEASQATQSSR

AVITNKPEDGTLEDGQQPQK;
NQGIDTPISGGEVR; 
LPAPAPQSER

VLFTQAQVYELER; 
NSASWYGSTANDPR; VAVPVLVK

VQEVPFYFTLTPQQATEIASNR;
ILSFLNISFAGR; 
QAVASSTSNGSGGGQR

DLLQQEQTSSPLPQR; 
LTIRDEEMAEVIR

TFDIGIFPR;
LAHFDYVLPDDLER

QLPADYQLTPPTQESSTQDVTY-
LFR; IIEAAAK

NIIFTNAINGQPATIQYQTADG-
TILK; 
IQIVNQNKPIAANTISNISFK

Number
of

peptides

3

7

6

4

4

4

4

3

3

3

2

2

2

2

Proteins unique for D. melanogaster brain proteome identified by comparison with previously published proteomes of

the insect head [7] and entire body [6]. The proteins were selected based on presence of two peptides unique for the

brain dataset. Gene and protein names, intercellular localization, and database status are listed according to the

UniProt database [18]
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teomes were 30 and 41%, respectively. Comparison of the

proteomes at the peptide level supported the obvious con-

clusion that the brain proteome is a subset of the head and

whole-body proteomes. However, it was interesting to

identify proteins composed of those unique peptides and

to characterize them in order to understand which studies

could use isolated Drosophila brains instead of entire

heads.

Proteins identified in Drosophila brain only. Since

automatic analysis and comparison of Drosophila pro-

teomes using protein identifiers was complicated due to

the database redundancy, the best way to identify brain-

specific proteins using our data was to assemble them de

novo from the unique peptides. Protein identification a

using a single unique peptide is attractive but, according

to the commonly accepted notion, unreliable at the same

time. Proteomic search engines often cannot distinguish

between two peptides with different structure due to the

full match between the molecular weights of unchanged

amino acid residue and some other residue that was

chemically modified [16]. Thus, deamidation of

asparagine and glutamine side chains, which often occurs

in vivo and in vitro, is indistinguishable from the geneti-

cally encoded substitution, and this not a unique case

[17]. Therefore, to identify brain-specific proteins, we

used a heuristic rule of identification of at least two

* Intercellular localization is not specified in UniProt and predicted based on the analysis of the database and literature data; NA, data not avail-

able.

4

coil

Diap2

Dmel/CG15040
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HP1c
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PTP-ER
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ized protein
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Q95TU2
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SPEASDQVENEPAPK; 
NQETSPDILSEK

EALALGIDGGVVRNAIQR;
AASVPIPVADSIPAKPQAAEAVA-
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IELIPNR; ILGISSPR

SSFQDFTGGDVDYR;
ASSTAAPIEYNELLHTNPAAL-
GAEDVDHR
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VVAITPQEIADR

NSDLASEAQVEK; FVPSTLR

GLELAEIVGATDVTGDIK;
GVPEELR
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GITTR

NSELINSLLSLPK;
YPLILENSLGPSVPIR
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RLETLEDTNLQLASDTYSAEE-
LAK; VEVEDDDLER
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2
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unique peptides for each protein (see Supplement, Table

S2, for the list of all brain-specific unique peptides).

Using this principle, we found 24 brain-specific proteins,

six of which were annotated in the Uniprot database as

“Proteins predicted”, i.e., never found before at the tran-

script or protein levels (table). Analysis of proteins pre-

sented in this table leads to another observation: more

than a half of them (13 out of 24) have been annotated as

localized in the cell nucleus. Among them, there are

DNA binding factors and other chromatin components.

The enrichment with nuclear proteins of a sample includ-

ing 24 gene products only cannot be proven statistically.

However, we tried to solve the problem using proteome-

wide analysis.

Quantitative enrichment of Drosophila brain pro-

teome by nuclear proteins. With few proteins specific for

the brain proteome, enrichment of their list with nuclear

proteins remains speculative. Analysis of data of label-

free quantitation of all three studied proteomes

(Supplement, Table S1) led to another relevant observa-

tion. When the proteins were sorted by their relative

abundance, histones occupied much higher position in

the brain proteome list than in the other two datasets.

This observation also suggested that the Drosophila brain

proteome is enriched with nuclear proteins. Since this is

an indirect evidence, how can it be proven?

Using the Gene Ontology [14], we selected proteins

annotated as localized in the nucleus or the cytoplasm in

all three studies datasets (brain, head and whole body of

Drosophila) in order to elucidate if relative abundances of

nuclear and cytoplasmic proteins determined using the

mass-spectrometric signal transformed by the NSAF

method [13] were different in these datasets. To answer

this question, logarithmically transformed NSAF values

for the same cytoplasmic and nuclear proteins in different

proteomes were subtracted pair-wise and presented as

histograms in Fig. 2. The shifts between the “nuclear”

and “cytoplasmic” histograms visualize the differences

between the corresponding protein abundances, whose

significance was estimated using the Kruskal–Wallis test

[19]. As one could see from Fig. 2, nuclear proteins were

more abundant than cytoplasmic proteins in the whole-

body proteome as compared with the head proteome. As

expected, the brain proteome had the highest relative

content of nuclear proteins as compared to both reference

proteomes. The lower level of nuclear proteins in the head

proteome might be explained by a high content of eye tis-

sue in this sample, which contained many large omma-

tidia cells rich with the cytoplasm.

In conclusion, we analyzed for the first time the

Drosophila brain proteome and found several gene prod-

ucts that had not been identified before at the protein

level. As expected, the brain proteome was a subset of pre-

viously published whole-body and head proteomes.

Importantly, the brain proteome was found to be quanti-

tatively enriched with nuclear proteins. Therefore, we

believe it is reasonable to use isolated brain preparations

instead of Drosophila heads in the studies of nuclear brain

proteins (e.g., transcription factors) by proteomic analy-

sis.
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a b c

Fig. 2. Quantitative enrichment of Drosophila brain proteome with nuclear proteins localization. Histograms illustrate label-free quantitative

data for proteins annotated with “cytoplasm” or “nucleus” Gene Ontology terms [14]. Horizontal axis depicts differences of decimal loga-

riphms of the NSAF quantitative parameter [13] for the same proteins in different proteomes (∆ log NSAF). The shifts between the “nuclear”

and “cytoplasmic” data reflect quantitative enrichment of proteins with these annotations in the studied proteomes; the p-value of significant

difference between the abundances of nuclear vs. cytoplasmic proteins is calculated using the Kruskal–Wallis test. a) Head and whole-body

proteomes compared; b) brain and whole-body proteomes compared; c) brain and head proteomes compared. 
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